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Mediation Report: Taylors Mistake, Hobsons Bay and Boulder Bay Baches, including the 
Residential Bach Zone.  
 
To: Independent Hearings Panel – Christchurch Replacement District Plan 
From: John Mills, Environment Commissioner – Mediator 
 
This is a record of mediation outcome held for this topic. It is prepared in accordance with Clause 
10(4)) of Schedule 3 to the Canterbury Earthquake (Christchurch Replacement District Plan) Order 
2014. 
 
The agenda for the mediation was organised according to the following topics: 
 
 Scheduling of baches 
 Policies providing direction on future of baches  
 Factors to assess which existing baches are deemed appropriate to remain or alternatively are 

appropriate to remain or alternatively are inappropriate and should be removed.  
 Rules around rebuilding, relocation and occupation of existing baches  
 Consistency with Coastal Environment proposal and inclusion of the Residential Bach Zone in the 

Coastal Environment as an overlay (with area specific rules to manage new and/or relocated 
baches) 

 Boundary extent of the Residential Bach Zone/Bach Overlay  
 Rules to manage the relocation of existing baches and building of new baches within the 

Residential Bach Zone/Bach Overlay.  
 

Summary of Matters the Panel will be required to determine as identified at the Mediation:  
 
- Whether or not the subdivision rules need to be altered due to the rezoning to Open Space 

zone.   
 
 
 
Session 1: Is the District Plan the appropriate means to determine which existing baches 

should remain/be removed, and are there relevant policies providing direction 
on the future of baches? 

 
 
Attendees:  Alan Matheson, Sophie Meares  (#3723, CCC), Chris Abbott, Tom Evatt, Georgina 

Hamilton, Jim Turpin, Bruce Hill, Melanda Slemint, Brent Gilpin (#3525, Taylors 
Mistake Association) 

 
- Scheduling of the baches 

 
Fiona Wykes (Heritage Specialist -CCC) gave evidence on Tuesday to the Panel on the heritage value 
matters in relation to the baches.  Taylors Mistake Association is in the process of getting a joint 
memorandum signed to confirm agreement on this.  CCC is of the opinion that the district plan may 
not be the place to determine whether the baches should move or not, however it is a helpful place to 
identify the RMA issues with the baches.  It sets the framework within which the Council can look at 
other issues (landscape, heritage, natural hazards – rockfall, coastal erosion).  It can assist with 
determining where they should go if they do move, and the parameters within which they could build.    
 
TMA agree that the district plan is not the place to determine whether the baches remain or move, 
and believe they shouldn’t be scheduled.  CCC suggested instead having each bach numbered which 
would contribute to the s32 report.  The identification of the baches (e.g. as an Appendix) would 
identify the issues for each (including hazards) and help inform the rules and policy.  The Local 
Government Act can deal with the other issues.  It was also noted that there is no need for prohibited 
activity status for the existing baches, as it is accepted  by both parties that the existing baches have 
existing use rights.  All parties agreed on removing the word ‘Scheduling’ and Rule PR2 from the CCC’s 
Revised Proposal (dated 21 December 2015).  CCC hopes to prepare a draft set of revised plan 
provisions for the TMA’s consideration ahead of its evidence exchange on 5 February, however, if that is 
not possible, it will note this in evidence.   
 
 

- Policies providing direction of the future of the baches 
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CCC stated that the land has been rezoned to Open Space  under the Revised Proposal. The objectives 
and policies for this zone focus on enhancing open spaces, and include maintaining public ac cess to 
the beach.  TMA believe there needs to be a policy that relates to the Bach overlay in the Open Space 
Zone, as currently there is none. TMA believe there should be a policy to recognise the existing scale 
and character of the baches, whilst allowing for minor upgrades or extensions to them, particularly 
those that are already contemplated (e.g. for sewage) .  CCC agree there should be a policy relating to 
the baches, and will draft this before filing evidence.   
 
CCC stated that there doesn’t need to be a policy stating why baches would be moved.  There should 
be however, a policy around new baches in the overlay.  The policy would specify that the baches 
should be of the same scale and nature as those existing.  There needs to be two policies - one for the 
existing baches to inform controls on them, and one for the new baches in the overlay, to inform the 
intended nature and scale of these. CCC also stated that the reference to “limited…”  in Policy 1 (vi)(D) 
could be deleted. 
 
CCC clarified that all of the policies relating to the heritage of the baches will be within Chapter 9, and 
those relating to Natural Hazards in Chapter 5.  
 
Session 2: Factors to assess which baches are deemed appropriate to rem ain or 

alternatively are inappropriate and should be removed and rules around 
rebuilding, relocation and occupation of existing baches  

 
Attendees:  Alan Matheson, Sophie Meares, Ian Wright, Don McFarlane  (#3723, CCC), Chris 

Abbott, Tom Evatt, Georgina Hamilton, Jim Turpin, Bruce Hill, Melanda Slemint, 
Brent Gilpin, Neil Charters, David Hill (#3525, Taylors Mistake Association)  

 
 
All parties agreed that the District Plan is not the platform for deciding whether the baches should be 
moved or not. 
 
Noted by the TMA that the land they own, behind the existing baches, has been requested to remain 
rural rather than be changed to Open Space - Coastal. Agreement between parties that the land over 
which the Bach Zone overlay is proposed to apply, may be better zoned  Open Space - Coastal. 
 
Currently, under the Revised Proposal’s rules, to establish a bach within the overlay zone it is a 
restricted discretionary activity and a non-notified consent with no written approvals required.  CCC 
will consider making this controlled activity status as they would not decline an application for it, but 
they need to retain some degree of control to ensure it is feasible in terms of servicing, and allow for 
them to suggest some changes accordingly.  The cost of the resource consent would be cut down.  A 
landscape plan in accordance with the rule would be required.     
 
Geotechnical experts have found agreement on the hazards for each bach  within the scope of their 
brief in conferencing.  An updated version of the section 32 table of the baches was circulated, which 
includes a record of the hazards applying to each bach to date.  18 of the baches were in the coastal 
erosion overlay, and 24 were in coastal erosion 1. Coastal erosion overlay is a 50 year sea level rise, 
and coastal erosion 1 is 100 year sea level rise.  For the worst case, baches that are prone to coastal 
hazards could be a non-complying activity status for additions and alterations.  For others it could be 
restricted discretionary or discretionary.  Rockfall hazard would be a factor that the Council would 
take into account in licencing the properties, but RHMA 2 which captures most of the baches, was 
noted to be common in the port hills and not considered a reason to preclude licensing.    
 
CCC to update the section 32 table to delete the third column, and the last two columns.  TMA requested 
that some mitigation options be incorporated into the table.  CCC did not agree to this.  
 
 
Session 3:  Consistency with Coastal Environment proposal and inclusion of the 

Residential Bach Zone in the Coastal Environment as an overlay (with area 
specific rules to manage new and/or relocated baches)  and  Boundary extent of 
the Residential Bach Zone/Bach Overlay 

 
Attendees:  Alan Matheson, Sophie Meares, Ian Wright, Brent Pizzey (#3723, CCC), Georgina 

Hamilton, Jim Turpin, Bruce Hill, Melanda Slemint (#3525, Taylors Mistake 
Association). 
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The Replacement Plan as notified included the land of the baches in the Coastal Environment Zone, 
but this has since been rezoned to be Open Space Zone under the Revised Proposal.  18.8.5.5 Coastal 
Hazards still applies to the land.  The building of more than 55m 2 is a non-complying activity, to 
enable CCC to consider any objectives and policies within the plan during the resource consent 
process, including those of the coastal environment, and natural hazards.  All parties agree that CCC 
should show the coastal overlay area on Appendix 18.8.4.  The vehicle access track should also be 
shown in Appendix 18.8.4, but it was noted that the vehicle access track is not located in the Open 
Space – Coastal Zone.  The intent is to use the existing access from the car park. This is on Council 
land, however, CCC won’t impose standards to upgrade this, no r would they expect that it be formed 
to code.  CCC need make it clear what rules apply to the overlay and what apply to the existing zone.   
 
 
Session 4: Rules to manage the relocation of existing baches and building of new baches  

within the Residential Zone/Bach Overlay 
 
Attendees:  Alan Matheson, Sophie Meares, Ian Wright (#3723, CCC), Georgina Hamilton, Jim 

Turpin, Bruce Hill, Melanda Slemint (#3525, Taylors Mistake Association), Vicki 
Barker, Tim Ensor (#9104, Crown).  

 
 
In terms of additions and alterations to the baches, the risk of coastal erosion and inundation is not to 
life, but to property.  Building within the coastal erosion overlay would require an appropriate design 
to mitigate the effects.  The district plan cannot override the Building Act.  There are amenity issues 
associated with the Rockfall Hazard Management Area and Cliff Collapse.   
 
CCC to consider whether possible future mitigation, eg lifting buildings, should be made controlled or 
restricted discretionary activity status.  CCC need to provide an activity status for altering a bach, and 
also decide whether this should provide for repairs/maintenance and upgrading of baches.  Currently 
additions to existing buildings are a discretionary activity.  This should b e controlled once the 
services are provided.  CCC have provided for the occupation of a bach in the overlay.  Temporary 
occupancy of the existing baches is allowed for under existing use rights.   CCC to consider whether 
repairs/maintenance on existing baches could be addressed under a permitted activity rule (subject 
to a note referring to applicable heritage provisions).  CCC also to consider whether access to existing 
baches needs to be referred to, to ensure the position is clear.  
 
The Crown submission sought permitted activity status for the relocation of baches to the coastal 
bach overlay rather than the notified restricted discretionary activity status. CCC proposed controlled 
activity status as they wouldn’t decline an application for this activity b ut wished to retain control 
over planting requirements. The controlled activity rule would have a non -notification clause with no 
written approvals required. The Crown agreed a controlled activity status was appropriate."  
 
TMA noted that the Revised Proposal suggests maximum building height in the coastal bach overlay as 
5.0m, but that they would be satisfied with 4.5m (as is presently provided in the Operative Plan). CCC 
to consider whether a height standard is needed for existing baches ( e.g. to enable mitigation for coastal 
inundation such as lifting baches).  
 
TMA noted that the subdivision rules (to facilitate the creation of the Coastal Bach Overlay) may need 
to be tweaked now given the “zone” is now proposed to be Open Space zone (rather than Residential 
Bach Zone, as notified).  CCC will consider this further.  Noted this is a matter that the panel may need 
to decide. 
 
 

 
 
 
John Mills 
Environment Commissioner - Mediator 
3 February 2016 
 


